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As lawyer, certified specialist in insurance law and corporate counsel for an
international industry insurance company I settle large losses in business, product and
environmental liability. Many claims have an international dimension causing correspondence
in English. Especially for the legal controlling in international cases I benefit from my
experience as barrister. In addition I am a team leader managing six claims adjusters dealing
with claims in southern Germany and Austria.
Before becoming a senior claims adjuster I worked for four years in a medium-sized law firm
specialised in liability and insurance law. While practising law full time I studied at Muenster
University and graduated with a master’s degree in insurance law.
For insurance companies I pursued subrogation claims in court. For a potent German property
insurance company I claimed originators of loss in product and tenant liability cases after
explosions and tap water damages. Besides I represented motor insurance companies in court
defending against claims after oil and hazardous materials accidents.
Insured individuals and companies mandated me in property, general/business liability and
legal expenses insurance cases. In addition I regulated motor accident and environmental
losses. For medium-sized businesses I dealt with IT-related claims for example after a
possible hacking attack on VoIP-infrastructure and the blackout of servers. Deriving from
these experiences and a long lasting personal preoccupation I am deeply interested in ITrelated insurances and liability.
In the field of IT-security related liability and insurance I do also personal research with two
articles published so far (find executive summaries in German and English to download on
the homepage). My focus is on IT-related product liability (especially IoT), coverage under
the German Insurance Federation’s model terms for cyber insurance and the liability
following data leakage. Participating in a project on the legal status quo of IT-security
research I have written two sections in a whitepaper published in November 2021. For more
information and the whitepaper as a PDF please reach out to https://www.sec4research.de.
I also offer my services as communicating lawyer especially for court sessions in Frankfurt
since my corporate counsel’s office is nearby.
Having served in voluntary fire brigades and emergency rescue I gained some expertise in the
legal field dealing with the administrative, medical and technical surroundings. In court I
represented a private fire protection service provider and administer an interest group on the
internet platform XING.
If You are interested in my legal service or in a research collaboration please contact me by
phone or via email (kontakt(at)radickmann.de).
Yours sincerely
Roman A. Dickmann
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